
University of Toronto OISE Library, Toronto, ON

The library of the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education (OISE) at the 
University of Toronto is the largest academic education library in Canada. 
Their staff and collections support teacher training, graduate studies, 
professional development, and research and teaching in the field of 
education. OISE’s collections include the Children's Literature Collection, 
the Curriculum Resources Collection, the Ontario Historical Education 
Collections, and the main Research Collection (Stacks).

M-633D: Digital Stereo Mixer
DA-250F: Multichannel Power Amplifier
BG-2120: Mixer Amplifier
SR-H3S: Line Array Speaker
PJ-304: Projection Speaker

The library required a new audio system to produce strong and intelligible audio for presentations.

With Hundrends of people using the library the existing system did not have enough power to amplify the sound. 
The building also had high ceilings and lots of glass and concrete which caused feedback and reverberation.
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The combination of TOA products selected by our team provided excellent, intelligible sound especially 
when presentation were occurring. The SR-H3S Array speaker worked very well to fill the room completely 
with no feedback.

TOA carefully put together a combination of equipment that provided excellent sound quality, including during 
presentations. The SR-H3S array speakers filled the entire room with intelligible audio and no feedback.

TOA Corporation was founded in Kobe, Japan over 80 years ago. TOA operates in over 100 countries worldwide, with manufacturing 
facilities found in nearly every major market area. These facilities have a reputation for precision design and fabrication, resulting in a 
proven track record of TOA product reliability. 

TOA Canada Corporation was formed in 1990 as a complete sound solutions provider, specializing in commercial audio, including, 
public address, voice communications, voice evacuation and emergency paging requirements. TOA Canada offers complete solutions 
for all corporate and commercial audio communications and intercom security requirements.
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